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Group Shipyard
Maritime Activity: Description

Big tradition building boats
Shifted from fishing boats to highly technological ones since 80’s – research, military, fishing, thughboats, ferries
Generates over 1 bi Euros GDP/yr
More than 100 different companies that relates to this activity
Mainly assemble ships
Permanent employees x temporary contracted
There‘s no perspective in expanding – they were bigger in the past
Competition with Asian markets
Certifications
Stakeholders’ Perspective about MSP

Existing conflicts/ incompatibilities (according to the stakeholder):
- Marina
- Tourism
- City buildings close to the shipyards
- Aquaculture

Good relationship with port authority
- Frequent meetings – consultation during decision-making
- Know what’s Blue Economy
- Have not been informed about MSP – one stated that it doesn’t relate directly to the business
- Not all are open to participate in the MSP process and to be involved in consultations
Suggestions to improve the link between the sector and MSP

- Land-sea interactions (key issue for this sector)
- Improve links between the different sectors
- Considering the sector on cumulative impact assessment
- Workshop with companies representatives